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Fresh
thinking is
the answer
to today’s
challenges.

The challenges facing the agricultural sector are becoming increasingly
bigger. And when times are tough, only one thing helps: a new way of
thinking. Envisaging alternative options and making smart decisions. For
your next tractor purchase, this means opting for efﬁciency instead of
image. For a tractor that can do tough work with top performance whilst
under constant strain. And all that at a reasonable price. A Kubota tractor
is exactly the right alternative at times like these.
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#Highlights

BC1200-2300:
Feeding or
bedding in all
conditions
Kubota bale choppers are rugged, dependable and
versatile machines designed to be operated on a daily
basis, without compromise.

BC1200
Mounted bale chopper –
specially designed for working
with straw for bedding
purposes.
Capacity: 2m³
1 round bale up to 1.80m
diameter
1 square bale up to max.
1.20x1.20x2.50m
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BC1300 PRO
For bedding (high speed) or
gently feed hay/silage at the
side of the machine (low speed).
Capacity: 3m³
1 round bale up to 2m or 2
round bales up to 1.50m
1 square bale up to max.
1.20x1.20x2.70m
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BC1600 PRO
For bedding (high speed) or
gently feed hay/silage at the
side of the machine (low speed).
Capacity: 6m³
2 round bales up to 2m or 3
round bales up to 1.50m
3 square bales up to
1.20x1.20x2.70m

BC2300
Next generation bale chopper
with increased flywheel housing
and blowing paddles for faster
shredding.
Capacity: 3m3
1 round bale up to 2m or 2
round bales up to 1.50m
1 square bale up to max.
1.20x1.20x2.70m
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#Drum / Flywheel

The robust core:
unique drum and
flywheel design
The Kubota BC range includes a unique drum – knife configuration,
in which the knives are mounted on angled rings so they pass a fixed
‘comb’ on alternative sides. This ensures that the material is cut and
fed into the flywheel chamber evenly, reducing the risk of blockage,
offering even discharge and leaving the drum and comb clean.

Floor conveyor
The floor conveyor of the Kubota BC range consists of a hydraulically driven chain and
slat floor conveyor with variable speed and reversing facility. The ratio between floor
conveyor and shredding drums is carefully designed to ensure smooth material flow.
The floor conveyor runs on two wear strips made of special ‘UltraGlide’ plastic material
to reduce friction and increase chain life.

A patented system - the knives pass the
fixed comb on alternative sides for a more
even cut.

Slat spacing has been specifically determined to ensure consistent and even feed
towards the shredding drums. The strong conveyor slats are designed for quick and
easy individual replacement. A rotating marker allows the operator to see the speed
and direction of the floor conveyor from the tractor seat. The conveyor has an enclosed
lower tray to ensure no spillage or crop loss.

Designed to handle a wide variety
of materials
The drum is fitted with 14 knives as
standard, but will accept a further
28 knives according to material type
– simply bolt them on in a matter of
minutes.

Heavy-duty, wear resistant rollers (PA6)
ensure extended longevity and reliable
drive of the conveyor.
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UltraGlide strips reduce wear to a
minimum. (Option for BC1200)
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Flywheel for maximum performance
The 1.55m diameter flywheel of the Kubota BC series is
fitted with 6 blowing paddles, providing a powerful blow
for the most efficient distribution of the material and an
excellent cleaning of the flywheel housing.
The flywheel does not chop the straw, thus ensures
virtual full length material suitable for bedding of covered
yard areas. In combination with the 2-speed gearbox,
the flywheel can blow straw up to 20m, depending on
bedding material and barn-specific conditions.

V-belt drive - low maintenance and quiet
drive of the metering drum.
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#BC Range

Bedding or feeding
configurations
At lower speed the flywheel ensures a metered flow of silage or hay for feeding.
At high speed a powerful blow for the most efficient distribution during bedding is
ensured. The gearbox speed is adjusted via the handle on the side of the machine.

The swivel chute offers a 260° rotation of
the chute.

Did you know?
  
Did you know that Kubota
manufactures products in
seven European countries? This
proximity to the market is central
to the company’s philosophy.
Each factory adheres to the same
high Japanese quality standards,
whether it is located in Germany,
France, or Japan.
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The 4-stage swivel chute
The 4-stage swivel chute offers maximised
comfort and is a cost saving solution with
less waste and more efficient bedding and
feeding process.
The swivel chute operates in 4 stages
which optimises the blowing distance when
bedding. Depending on the material and
conditions of the barn it can blow up to
20m, which allows bedding of the most
distant corners of the barn.
Designed with a turning radius of 260°, the
system enables easy access to even difficult
reachable spaces for complete bedding.
The 4-stage movement also optimises
feeding performance in flat or high troughs,
without blockage, even with long fibrous
material from round bale silage or hay.

The side chute
The side chute is suitable for both bedding and feeding purposes.
Without excessive blow the feed can be positioned over barriers, into troughs or onto the
floor. The height of the discharge chute is controlled hydraulically, offering simple adjustment
from bedding to feeding positions. The lower chute tray and discharge flap are self-adjusting
to ensure unrestricted flow according to material type being used.
For bedding purposes the chute is moved up and down using the control terminal.
Following perfect rotation design, the side chute ensures even higher blowing distance on
standard barn conditions.
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#BC1200

The bedding
specialist: machine
with efficient
characteristics
The Kubota BC1200 mounted bale chopper is specially designed for
working with straw for bedding purposes. The 2m3 chamber offers
fast and easy loading of bales and the tailgate offers the possibility to
carry an extra bale for improved efficiency.

2m³ chamber for round
or square bales.

Strong tailgate for
self-loading and
carrying bales.

Convenient operation
via electric control.

Three point mounting
for maximum
maneuverability.
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Adjustable floor
conveyor for equal
discharge.
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Self-loading of bales
The hydraulically operated
tailgate fitted to Kubota
BC1200 provides a
self-loading facility for easy
loading of square or round
bales.

The special design of the tailgate and
optional bale retainer offers the possibility
to carry an extra round bale.

The drum and flywheel
The working heart of the Kubota BC1200
is the combination of drum, comb and
flywheel – all specifically designed to shred
straw bales of various formats.
The drum is fitted with spirals of knives and
small ‘gripper’ teeth, which take the straw
from the bale and feed it evenly into the
flywheel chamber.

Convenient and simple self-loading of
bales.

Accurate and even bedding
The Kubota BC1200 connected to a tractor allows quick
pick up of bales and provides enormous maneuverability
even on difficult farm places and barn passages.
The economic concept can be upgraded with various
options to suit all farm demands.
• electric control
• bale retainer
• 2-speed gearbox
• UltraGlide wearing strips
• additional knives at metering drum
• silage kit for feeding purposes

The drum-comb combination is designed
for shredding straw bales in various
formats.

For multi-purpose of bedding and feeding,
a silage kit with stronger drum and
extended comb is available.
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#BC1300 PRO-1600 PRO

Feeding and bedding
in all conditions
A dedicated flywheel configuration has been developed
for the Kubota BC1300 PRO and BC1600 PRO. To
maximise airflow the 1.55m diameter flywheel is fitted
with 6 large front blower paddles. These paddles ensure
optimum flow towards the chute for an extended
blowing distance, as well as an excellent cleaning
of the flywheel housing.
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The two drums of the Kubota BC1600
PRO feature the unique design of angled
knives passing the ‘comb’ on alternate
sides - even feed to the flywheel, reduced
blockage and clean at the end.
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BC1300 PRO - Anti Blockage - Drum Feed Control System (DFCS)
- Easy to use
During loading the DFCS is engaged, which means that the comb is in a
lowered position. This ensures that blockages of the flywheel is minimized
during the start up process in loose materials.

Once the flywheel speed is at a sufficient level, all you need to do is to
push a button and the DFCS ’fingers’ will be gradually disengaged and
open for full flow through the flywheel. The progressive release of the
‘fingers’ offers a more gentle start, protecting the machine and minimizing
the risk of blockages. A reliable and simple system with minimum
maintenance!

DFCS engaged to reduce the risk of
blockages during loading and flywheel
start up.

Specialised flywheel configuration
The flywheel features 3 main paddles
for an increased intake of material from
chamber to flywheel.
The flywheel does not chop the straw,
thus ensures virtual full length material
suitable for bedding of covered yard
areas. In combination with the standard
2-speed gearbox the flywheel can throw
straw for bedding (at high speed) or
gently feed hay/silage at the side of the
machine (at low speed).

DFCS disengaged for maximum flow
through the flywheel.
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The 3-stage swivel chute enables the
perfect combination of extensive blowing
distance and feeding into high troughs.
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#BC1300 PRO-1600 PRO

Go PRO:
for maximized
performance
Both PRO models feature as an option an extended drawbar
to provide best possible maneuverability during operation.
The extended drawbar ensures easier operation, especially
when turning with larger tyred tractors.

In-cab and remote controls
On top of the control terminal located inside the tractor cab, the
Kubota BC1300 PRO is equipped with an additional remote controlled
switch for the floor chain and tailgate (option for BC1600). The ability
to operate these functions directly from the side of the machine, saves
valuable time during loading.
You are able to operate both tailgate and floor chain in a safe distance
from the moving parts, by using the remote control placed on the side.
There is no need to enter the tractor to use the control terminal.

The control unit shows the actual status
of the DFCS.

The control box is an easy to learn terminal with focus on functionality
and simplicity. The control box gives you full control of all functions
from the tractor cab.
The following functions are operated with the control box:
• Speed of the slat-and-chain conveyor.
• Driving direction of the slat-and-chain conveyor.
• Opening and closing of the tailgate for instance when loading a bale
onto the tailgate.
• Steering of the chutes for feeding and bedding by joystick. For
instance for direct and precise bedding with the swivelling chute.
• Control and indication of DFCS position.
Operation of both tailgate and floor chain
by using the remote control.
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Did you know?
  
Did you know that Kubota
produces its own engines and
that Kubota is the global market
leader for industrial diesel
engines under 100 hp? You might
be surprised to learn under which
bonnets Kubota engines are at
work. Top quality and efficiency
are the main ingredients of this
success.

The Kubota BC1300 PRO and BC1600
PRO can be fitted with lighting kit, well
protected from damages.

Easy shifting from bedding to feeding on
the 2-speed gearbox.
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#BC2300

Optimised Capacity,
Impressive Pace
A key aim of the BC2300 is to provide more capacity by shredding the
material faster. Flywheel housing and blowing paddles have increased
in dimensions to increase performance. This means more material is
fed faster into the flywheel, finishing the bale at an impressive pace.

More Productivity
BC2300 is our next generation bale chopper that offers a completely
redesigned flywheel solution with focus on increased material flow.
The extended dimensions of the flywheel housing and blowing paddles
increase performance of the bale chopper. This enables the BC2300
to handle more material at higher speed, efficiently transporting the
material into the chute.

The 4-stage swivel chute is operated by
the intuitive controlbox joystick.

Beater Drum Design for More Productivity
BC2300 uses a smaller diameter beater, creating a more open design
to handle larger volumes of material. Redesigned cutting teeth provide
more aggressive cut and guidance of material into the flywheel.

In-Cab Control
BC2300 offers a greater range of
adjustments from the cab with an intuitive
and user friendly controlbox. A joystick
easily controls the 4-stage swivel chute.
On top of the control terminal located
inside the tractor cab, the bale choppers
are equipped with an additional remote
controlled switch for the floor chain and
tailgate (optional for BC1200 and BC1600
Pro).

Improved aggressive shredder rotor for quick procession of material.
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The BC2300 has been specifically designed with focus on
straw bedding, meeting demands for more capacity, to
process bales faster. It features better crop flow and more
shredding capacity for improved productivity.

4-Stage Chute with Larger Dimensions
The swivelling chute of BC2300 has increased in width
to bring the performance level a step further.
Depending on material and conditions of the barn, the
BC2300 can blow up to 20m, which allows the operator
to reach the most distant corners of the barn.
The hydraulically driven swivel chute operates in 4
stages for maximum flexibility which optimizes the
blowing distance when bedding.

The hydraulically driven swivel chute operates in 4 stages
which optimises the blowing distance when bedding.

Smooth Chamber Design
Special attention has also been directed towards the
chamber design, to ensure an efficient flow of material
from chamber to drum.
The inside of the chamber is smooth and clean without
any bends or obstacles that could restrict material flow.
Flow of material is guided towards the beater drum
more evenly and it is easier to empty the chamber when
finishing the bales.

1.55m diameter flywheel with 6 specially angled blowing
paddles, design for transporting large amount of
material. Bolt-on paddles ensure easy replacement in
case of damage.
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#IsoMatch

Efficient farming:
discover the posibilities
Kubota’s precision farming offering consists of innovative and
custom made equipment, designed to manage your farm with
success. Now you can carry out the work in a smarter, more
efficient and easier way to get the best out of your machines and
crops, as well as saving time and money in fertiliser, chemicals and
seeds.

Be a PRO in increasing productivity
The IsoMatch Tellus PRO 12-inch terminal provides you with the optimal
solution for an all-in-one control system inside the tractor cab including
automatic steering. It is the centre for connecting all ISOBUS machines,
running precision farming applications and Farm Management Systems.
It offers everything you need to get the maximum out of your machines
and crop, as well as cost savings in fertiliser, chemicals and seeds by using
automatic section control and variable rate control. With the unique dual
screen functionality it gives you the opportunity to view and manage two
machines and/or processes simultaneously.
Easy control management
The IsoMatch Tellus GO is a cost-efficient 7-inch terminal, especially
developed for managing the machine in a simple way. You are in full control
of the machine in exactly the way you want. Easily set up the machine with
the soft keys via the 7-inch touch screen and for optimal control while driving
simply use the hard keys and rotary switch. Controlling the implement has
never been so easy.
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Did you know?
  
Did you know that Kubota
is an ISOBUS pioneer?
The Kubota company
Kverneland Group invented
the ISOBUS technology.
And incidentally: Kubota is
also leading the industry
in AEF certifified ISOBUS
compatibilites

100% focus, the best performance
As tractor steering with IsoMatch AutoDrive-E is handled automatically, you
have the freedom to control and monitor your work in an easy way. While
the work is more efficient and overlaps are avoided, you can completely
focus on the result in the field. (Only in combination with IsoMatch Tellus
PRO).
Advanced precision farming software
IsoMatch GEOCONTROL is an advanced software application within the
IsoMatch terminals that helps you to control all ISOBUS compatible Kubota
machines. Combined with a GPS receiver it fulfils the future needs in terms
of innovative and efficient farming! The IsoMatch GEOCONTROL precision
farming application includes Manual Guidance and Data Management free
of charge. It is possible to expand this application with Section Control and/
or Variable Rate Control.

IsoMatch Grip
This ISOBUS auxiliary device is made for
maximum machine control and efficient
farming. Operate up to 44 implement
functions per machine.

IsoMatch Global
The IsoMatch Global is the GPS antenna,
with DGPS accuracy, in the IsoMatch
product range. It enables satellite navigation
for site-specific section control, variable
rate application, manual guidance and field
registration

Enhance your success with E-learning
IsoMatch Simulator is a free downloadable virtual training program. It
simulates all functions of the IsoMatch Universal Terminals and Kubota
ISOBUS machines. Train yourself and make yourself familiar with your
machine to avoid errors and enhance your machine performance.

IsoMatch InLine
Light bar for manual guidance including
section status information. Manage the
distance from the A-B line and steer for the
ideal position.

IsoMatch (Multi)Eye
Connect up to 4 cameras to the IsoMatch
Universal Terminals. It gives you full
control and overview of the entire machine
operation.
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#Farm solutions

Kubota Farm
Solutions:
360° performance
for 100% success
We understand that you need more than powerful tractors and implements to succeed: namely,
an integrated system of products and services to increase your competitiveness and preparation
for the future. With Kubota Farm Solutions (KFS), we have brought together our solutions in a
system— and targeted our proposition to you. From intelligent technology to individual services,
the KFS advantages complement each other, forming a circle that ends where it begins: with our
commitment to support you a little better every time, now and in the future.

PERFORMANCE

FINANCE
MANAGEMENT

KUBOTA
FARM
SOLUTIONS
VALUE
PROTECTION
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CONTROL

OPTIMISATION
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Performance
You have a clear objective: to get your work done productively and successfully while
being relaxed. Kubota offers you the equipment that can best support you in this
endeavour. Whichever tractor or implements you decide on, you can always count on
proven quality, excellent performance, and co-ordinated features. In short: intelligent
and reliable technology that gets you a decisive step closer to your goal.

Control

You want full control over what you are doing. Kubota provides you with perfectly
integrated systems to help you achieve that. From machine optimisation to implement
monitoring, you can control the tractor and resources easily from a single terminal. This
not only provides you with a better overview of all work processes, but also
allows you to work without stress.

Optimisation
You know exactly how you want to get your work done: efficiently, precisely, and most
comfortably. Kubota gives you everything you need to obtain optimal results while
remaining at ease. With our ISOBUS technology, precision farming solutions, and automatic steering system, you can apply seeds, fertilisers, and pesticides with extreme
precision. This lowers your costs and reduces your workload.

Value protection
You know what it takes to be commercially successful: top performance with every
task and top conditions over many years. Once again, Kubota offers solutions that fulfil
what they promise. Our parts are manufactured to the same high standards and strict
specifications as the Kubota machines.

Finance management
You want to improve your productivity, but not at any cost. With Kubota Finance,
you can make your planned investment with ease, convenience, and safety. Whether
financing or leasing, you benefit from professional advice and attractive conditions.
All you need in order to gain the advantages of a technology that drives your success
forward. Whether you need machines or services, you have full control of the costs.
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Technical data
Model

BC1200

BC1300
PRO

BC1600
PRO

BC2300

Dimensions & weight
Cubic Volume

(m3)

Metering System
Blowing Distance (straw**)

(m)

2.0

3.0

6.0

3.0

Single Drum

Single Drum

Two-Drum

Single Drum

up to 18

up to 20

up to 20

up to 20

Gearbox Specification

2 Speed

2 Speed

2 Speed

2 Speed

Chassis

Mounted

Trailed

Trailed

Trailed

Dimensions
Overall Length - Door Closed

(m)

2.87

3.95

5.10

4.00

Overall Height - Side Chute

(m)

-

2.31

2.40

2.66

Overall Height - Swivel Chute

(m)

2.60

2.66

2.66

2.66

Overall Height - Swivel Chute open

(m)

2.70

3.06

3.06

3.06

Overall Width - Machine

(m)

2.14

1.95

1.95

2.00

Overall Width - over Tyres

(m)

-

2.01

2.10

2.01

Overall Width - Side Chute open

(m)

2.62

2.65

2.65

-

Capacity
Load Capacity

(kgs)

800

1250

3000

1500

Unloaden Weight

(kgs)

1345-1395

1835-1885

2220-2245

1950

Max. Round Bale Width

(m)

1.35

1.35

1.35

1.35

Max. Round Bale Diameter

(m)

1.80

2.00

2.10

2.10

Max. Square Bale Size

(m)

1.2x1.2x2.7

1.2x1.2x2.5

1.2x1.2x2.7

1.2x1.2x2.7

Bale Retaining Kit

◦

◦

◦

◦

Remote Control

◦

●

●

●

Electric

Hydraulic

Electric

Hydraulic

40/55

48/60

56/75

51/70

540

540

540

540

Discharge
Chute
Attachment to Tractor
Power Requirement at PTO (kW/HP)
PTO Input Speed (rpm)

(kW/HP)
(rpm)

Safety Protection

PTO Friction Clutch & Over-run

Tractor Flow Requirement

40 litres/min @ 180 bar

Number of Knives on Drum
Wheel Equipment

50 l/min @ 180 bar

14 x Standard - 28 extra optional
-

10x15.3x10ply

11.5x15.3x14ply

10x15.3x14ply

** Depending on barn-specific conditions. - not available ◦ option ● standard
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The company reserves the right to change the above specifications without notice. This brochure is for descriptive purpose only. Some of the items pictured in this brochure are optional and not
standard equipment. Please consult your local Kubota dealer for warranty, safety or product information. For your safety, Kubota strongly recommend the use of a seat belt in all applications.
® = trade mark protection in the EU.
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